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ABSTRACT Secure management of Critical National Infrastructures (CNI) is a burning challenge to any
state. As a CNI, Electronic Healthcare System (EHS) infrastructure records citizens’ medical records, raising
security and privacy concerns. Traditional EHS functions independently where patients’ records are recorded
and maintained in centralized systems that produce massive redundant data. Due to the non-coherence of
these systems, data atomicity is not maintained; hence research results based on these data create questioning.
Moreover, medical records are valuable for research but cannot be public due to security and privacy.
Blockchain (BC) is currently considered a potential solution for the challenges. Blockchain can integrate
every independent EHS as a bridging platform. The solution can ensure data uniqueness and overcome
security issues. The prime difficulties for the integration are data synchronization of the traditional EHS
and BC-based EHS. Furthermore, the autonomous interoperability between SQL and NoSQL database used
in typical EHS and BC-based EHS, respectively, is a prime challenge. Therefore, this research proposes a
Blockchain-based framework that bridges Traditional E-Health Systems(TEHS) and allows uninterruptible
data exchanges between two systems, even for archive medical records. Beyond that, the framework shows
an elevated way to overcome a single point of failure, data security, access control, etc., issues in a centralized
system. Finally, the testbed implementation justifies the proposed architecture.

INDEX TERMS Critical infrastructure, blockchain, healthcare, IoT, IoMT, distributed ledger technology,
interoperability, information security, security and privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION
The The critical national infrastructures are national assets,
systems, technologies, networks, and services. CNI can be
stand-alone or interconnected and interdependent within
and across provinces, territories, and national borders.
Destruction of any of these components can play a devastating
role and catastrophic loss of life and create the ultimate effect
on a state in various ways such as economy, social well-being,
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public safety, and the functioning of crucial government
responsibilities. Pinpoint monitoring of structural CNI such
as integrity of the structure (i.e., valuable landmark, bridges,
national defense headquarters, etc.) is a visible responsibility
to monitor by the physical workforce. Beyond such a physical
CNI, recently, every state has complex logical structures in
different application domains such as e-healthcare systems
(EHS), Smart Grid, Data Center, Cyber security architectures,
etc. Considering the importance of Healthcare on a national
security system, different states consider these sectors as
one of the vital CNI. For example, the UK government
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considers second out of thirteen CNI [1], United States gives
fourth out of sixteen [2]. Similarly, other countries also added
Healthcare to the CNI list.

Due to the digitization effect, most CNI is somehow
linked with Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). For example, the
advancement of ICT greatly impacted healthcare sectors due
to Electronic Healthcare System (EHS), Mobile Healthcare
System (MHS), Tele-medicine, etc. During natural disasters
and emergencies, a nation’s continuity or survival mostly
depend on a solid healthcare system. While records are kept
digitally, service interruptions in emergencies can play a
devastating role for a nation. Moreover, it has a significant
impact on the economy; for example, during COVID-19,
world GDP reduces 2.4% by 2020 [3]. However, EHS is
different from other CNI. The most challenging issues are
local and remote public health service record management,
spreader national, state, regional, local, tribal, territorial, etc.
Although record management services are handled centrally,
health services and relevant records are not adequately
maintained. These services are running independently and
healthcare-specific centralized service-based. Civil adminis-
tration controls such organizations with pen-and-paper rules.
In some cases, there is no specific policy or monitoring of
how a private organization is heading, holding, or managing
patients’ records.

Healthcare organizations are the most insecure critical
infrastructures that can potentially impact other sectors
and the national security [4]. For example, straightforward
scenarios in the health sector can cause national chaos.
In industry 4.0, EHS data is being collected using wireless
sensors, Internet of Medical Thing (IoMT), etc., which
creates enormous challenges. Such smart devices monitor
patients’ real-time events and generate big data. In most
cases, cyber-physical security problems arising from critical
infrastructures cannot be neglected if they are not well
managed. The existing EHS system is mostly managed
independently using a centralized system that appears many
security challenges such as single point failure, data security,
the privacy of end-users, etc. The most complicated challenge
is the interoperability of EHSs and data sharing with a differ-
ent government organization. Data sharing with government
organizations is an unavoidable condition for e-Governance.
But it has very much potentiality to arise many security and
privacy challenges. Therefore, most cyber security specialists
recommend a smart agreement-dependent, decentralized,
encrypted data management mechanism. Blockchain is such
technology that can overcome the issues.

Blockchain is a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT) where transactions are recorded in a
block. Multiple (more than two) interconnected peers form
a P2P network, and every peer holds a ledger. Ledger is the
sequential connections of blocks which are the aggregation of
the hash of transactions executed in a particular moment [5].
Any newly generated block only can be added with the ledger
if it passes through the consensus of peers. The consensus
process ensures proof-of-work and positive concern of

maximum peers that conforms legality of transactions. For
example, if block formation time is 60 sec, and all peers
execute 200 transactions in 60sec time, then the block
contains encrypted 200 transactions. Finally, the block is
labeled as a hash of all transactions. It includes the key
security features such as a) transactions are encrypted and
stored distributedly that protects information leakage and data
loss; 2) P2P network provides non-stop service networks that
overcome a centralized system’s common single point failure
issues; 3) consensus process reconfirms the authenticity of
transactions that protect intruders.

Several recent articles have discussed the various benefits
of blockchain technology regarding EHS data management
and the tools (i.e., DataX, Apache Sqoop, etc.) for decen-
tralized management of big data. However, the techni-
cal solution for integrating blockchain systems with data
management systems remains elusive. Moreover, existing
systems that need to be upgraded, such as Centralized
E-health System (CEHS) to Decentralized E-Health System
(DEHS), are difficult to shut down and run using Blockchain
Technology. To upgrade existing systems, smart migration,
synchronization, and access-friendly system are crucial.
Typical NoSQL or SQL data management tools are also
incapable of handling the challenges. Instead, any hybrid
full-duplex tool can solve the issue. In this paper, we have
proposed such a migration mechanism named Triple. It can
transform the NoSQL data to a triple format and incorporate
these triples in the SQL database as a virtual relation.
It leverages the query process to avoid a series of self-joins by
reconstructing the NoSQL data from the triple association.

We have proposed a Blockchain-based architecture for
synchronizing typical CEHS and DEHS data runtime and
distributed ledger management. The core contribution of the
article includes-
• a CEHS to DEHS data migration framework.
• an optimization policy for heavy the transaction that
contains medical images.

• an optimistic smart way for SQL and NoSQL data
migration.

• implementation result presents the effectiveness.
The consequent contents have been organized into four
sections. Section II presents the summary of the state art of
the contributions. The proposed architecture detailing every
component has been described in Section III. Section IV
illustrates the technical details of migration process. Imple-
mentation results, discussion including testbed details are
discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI conclude the
overall contributions.

II. RELATED WORKS
Several research efforts have been made to integrate
Blockchain into e-health systems. Targeting identity man-
agement of EHS users, a permissioned Blockchain-based
security framework has been proposed in [6]. The authors
propose an authentication scheme and use a mutual authen-
tication key has been suggested. Likewise, authors [7]
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present a compound key for every group of users (i.e.,
patient self, physicians, nurses, caregiver, etc.) who are
related for treatment of the patients. They also suggested
a specific channel for every patient who owns the channel
where other service providers are members of that channel.
The goal is patient privacy and authentication. Integration
importance of IoT-based healthcare system (i.e., EHS) and
Blockchain is described in [8]. The primary focuses on
merging the technologies and promoting a secure system.
Contrary, [9] discusses EHS and BC integration challenges
and benefits. They focused on some generic challenges of
Blockchain protocols, such as scalability issues generated by
medical data. Some contributions proposed the lightweight
consensus algorithm as a solution to scalability issues. In this
regard, [10], [11] proposes a lightweight consensus algorithm
for different application use cases as a solution to scalability
challenges. Besides authentication policies, medical records
are vital for security. E-Health Record (EHR) management
and its sharing policy framework proposed in [12]. They
use the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) based distributed
record storage and management system that maintains access
control policies. Although it primarily contributed to record-
keeping, it does not show how to connect traditional e-
Healthcare. Similarly, A tree-based integrity management
method was proposed for privacy and data storage security
challenges in [13]. They also focused on scalability and
efficient data processing mechanism. Many more articles
focus on solving the security and privacy of EHR and
scalability challenges. However, it is almost impossible to
replace all centralized architecture with a Blockchain system.
The optimum solution for the challenges is expecting an
interoperability framework. Some contributions [14], [15]
focuses interoperability of EHSs, but they consider only
traditional EHS, which suffers many challenges, as we
discussed in the introduction section. Many challenges might
be solved if a Traditional EHS (TEHS) is replaced with
a BC-based system. However, replacing the entire system
with a BC-based system is next to impossible. Although we
still didn’t find any raw contributions that directly focused
on the solutions, some contributions proposed possible
solutions partially. For example, Catena [16] is such a
research project that has done some credible work to support
distributed immutable relational databases for Blockchain.
The concept can also be utilized for the interoperability of
EHS. Some available tools (i.e., Apache Sqoop [17] and
DataX [18]) and work in [19] show generic conversion
mechanisms. However, their integration with a BC-based
EHS is an open challenge. Most of the related research
contributions considered security and privacy issues of EHS,
but none presented a comprehensivemigration solution.More
specifically, to the best of our knowledge, no work addresses
the synchronization of RDB in conventional EHS with the
file-based system of Blockchain technology. Contrary, this
research shows an optimum solution to bridge every TEHS
with the BC network. Ultimately it forms a bridge network
that allows exchanging TEHS data. It also offers a real-time

solution of exchanging archive data of TEHS with the
BC system. The contribution focuses on novel solutions to
overcome the scalability of block size to store heavy medical
images.

Inter-blockchains interoperability is also a crucial research
issue that has been focused on in [20]. The authors
discussed cross-chain interoperability for heterogeneous
blockchain network communication and proposed a decen-
tralized application-based solution. The solution is suitable
for interoperability among existing Blockchain solutions.
Contrary, we aim to ensure interoperability between a BEHS
and TEHS. Likewise, the authors [21] proposed a security and
privacy-preserving scheme for EHS where their contribution
goal was data transmission security. They considered an
autonomous encryption-decryption mechanism and applied
swarm exchange techniques to secure EHR transmission.
However, they ensured secure communication using an
encryption scheme. Our goal is smooth synchronization
and secure communication for interoperability between two
technically different EHS.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
A. OVERVIEW
The proposed EHS comprises three subsystems, as shown in
Figure 1. The Blockchain Network presents back-end data
services using business Blockchain (i.e., private Blockchain).
The prime objective is to integrate typical e-Healthcares
and build solid collaborative data-sharing services among
healthcare. This service is essential for e-governance,
controlling epidemic disasters, insurance, etc. The Typical
e-Health System (TEHS) depicts a centralized server-based
independent health services provider. Such a centralized
server may use a relational database to store health records.
Many TEHSs are connected with the BC network using a
gateway as Figure 1 Gateway used in every TEHS bridges
the TEHS server and Blockchain peer.

B. BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
The Blockchain Network(BN) forms with more than three
peers with a distributed immutable ledger. The network
represents a private business Blockchain architecture that
will interlink each existing TEHS. Beyond TEHS, BN also
allows access to other enterprises (i.e., insurance companies,
government agencies, etc.) and remote users (i.e., physicians,
patient attendants, etc.). The network details are presented
below.

1) CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY (CABN)
Certificate Authority (CA) provides unique credentials for
every element utilized in the ecosystem. All devices are
necessarily registered with CA, where CA is the sole
authority to generate different certificates and signatures
for components and users. These components include users
(i.e., physicians, patients, patient attendants, medical staff,
administrators, or anyone who requires access), orderers,
devices, channels, and peer nodes. In this contribution,
we have used two CA, such as one CA for Blockchain users
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain based national healthcare Infrastructure.

CABN and CAL for local TEHS. CABN is responsible for
creating credentials for only BC users or components. It is
used to ensure proof of identity for secure transactions. The
application allows signup transactions that execute in CABC

and are finally approved by the admin.

2) PEER NODES(P)
At least three peer nodes are used to form the Blockchain
network. Usually odd number of nodes ensures the consensus
of the network. Any registered user (ui) execute the
transaction (Txi) to a peer (Pi ∈ P). A leader peer (randomly
selectedwithin the active peers) conducts a consensus process
and endorse the transaction by signing it. Here,Pe ⊆ P are the
endorsing peers who verify the terms and conditions properly
justify chain codes pre-installed in every Pe.

3) CHAINCODE (C)
Chaincode is the installed smart contract code in the peer
node, a programming script for defining agreement terms
between two parties. In this project, the chaincode defines
access control and data sharing policies between different
participants, including devices. For example, a patient
restricts their particular medical record for insurance pur-
poses; no peers will allow the transaction requested by insur-
ance companies. As a result, the transaction denies due to the
restriction of the chaincode agreement. Whether chaincode
writing andmaintenance are costly, it is challenging to change
them frequently. So, a generic chaincode policy has been used
for such frequent changes cases—for example, chaincode for
each patient and physician, which is changeable for every
physician change.

4) ORDERER NODES
Every executed, peer nodes endorsed transactions are col-
lected by orderer nodes which provides ordering services
in the BN. It is mainly responsible for forming blocks,
including all completed transactions for a particular moment.

Transactions TxD are approved by Pe through a consensus
process that is collected by the orderer to be committed in
a block Bi. Orderer verifies all valid signatures of endorsing
peers and sign itself to finalize the block. Consequently, the
ledger is being updated through adding Bi with previously
generated chain Bi−1, and the process continues in all peers,
including committing peers.

5) LEDGER(L)
The ledger comprises all transaction records as a form of
block. The blocks are stored as a sequential chain recognized
as a block of chain or blockchain. It is a tamper-proof,
immutable, and un-forkable encrypted record that is ensured
through the chaincode invocations.

C. TRADITIONAL E-HEALTH SYSTEM (TEHS)
Traditional EHSs are typically controlled through a central-
ized server ST . Every user and device (i.e., Pt , Ph, SD, etc.)
generated data is stored in the server. In addition, TEHS
consists of some integrated components, aMigration tool, and
a newly added local Certificate Authority (CAL). Figure 1
presents the typical components of TEHS.

1) INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
• End-users: Every participant who generates input for
ST is considered as a user for the particular TEHS. It is
assumed that all existing users are already registered
with ST . For bridging with the BC system, users are
required to be registered through CABC. The system
administrator also can migrate all existing registration
credentials with CABC using other logical processes for
uninterruptible services of users.

• Application Server (Sa): Wearable IoT devices are
used for continuous record monitoring are resource
constraints mostly. These device collected data are
primarily processed through a gateway device using an
application. For example, smartwatches are monitored
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through a smartphone application. These applications
are controlled through a remote server (Sa). Every
application server is restricted for the specific service,
which might be shared or interact with other servers
based upon service agreement; for example, ST can
receive data from Sa if compatible APIs are available.

• TEHS Server (ST ): Every typical server provides
complete control of TEHS, including data storage.
Typically, such a server uses Relational Database
Management System (RDBMS) services such as Oracle,
Mysql, SQL Server, etc. However, in this research, the
server does not limit to RDB. Beyond RDB, it provides
desktop back-end services that migrate SQL response
data to NoSQL format. This back-end service works as
SQL-to/from NoSQL Data Converter (SNDC). The
ST also works as off-chain storage of heavy-medical
images.

2) MIGRATION TOOL (SNDC)
Bridging TEHS and BC peers is the only way to bring all
TEHS into a common umbrella. This can be implemented
in two ways such as 1) direct conversion of existing all
SQL data to NoSQL ledger at a time, and 2) run-time
conversion. The first one is almost impossible due to the
real-time data access property of BC technology. Secondly,
a logical tool, SNDC can transform SQL-to/from-NoSQL
Data Conversion. The SNDC tool works in cooperation with
ST and executes any kind of query from/to NoSQL supported
BC network. It parses SQL responses to JASON text and
consecutively forwards them to BC peers for execution
(details in section IV).

3) LOCAL CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY (CAL)
Typically TEHS registers users (i.e., patients, physicians,
IoMT, etc.) through a signup process and stores the users’
details in an RDB. In this research, a CAL is a newly added
component with the existing healthcare system. The CAL

is responsible for creating every credential (i.e., certificates,
keys, etc.) for TEHS. It is assumed all registered users’
credentials in a TEHS are adopted with CAL at deployment.
Any newly added user can be part of the TEHS being a
member of CAL. It should be cleared that ∀UT@UBC , hence,
∀UCAL@UCA.

IV. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF MIGRATION
This section presents transaction processing and technical
details of transactions exchanges between centralized TEHS
and BC networks. It is assumed that a Blockchain network
ensures system security, such as transaction security access
control as its nature.Whether transactions are originated in an
individual TEHS but executed, processed, and finally stored
in a Blockchain system, the in-built security mechanism of
the BC system ensures the security of overall EHS. The
overall architecture faces two kinds of transactions such as 1)
Transaction for Data (TxD), used for sending/retrieving the
actual payload; 2) Transaction for Query (TxQ), responsible
for retrieving data from BC ledger/ ST /Off-chain storage.

TABLE 1. List of symbols.

A. DATA STRUCTURE
Overall system uses a hybrid data structure such as
table-based RDB for typical EHS and Blocks of the chain
(ledger-based file structure). We elaborate on the features of
both for clarity of understanding.

1) BLOCKCHAIN
It is like a typical blockchain structure with minor changes
that can be viewed as a linked list where a block Bi is linked
with Bi−1 through a hash value. It can store the pointer of
TEHS file storage or actual payload. The core structure and
elements of a transaction in a block are explained below.

Block Header: Comprises block sequence in integer
Nonce (NBi ), Hash (Tx) whereTx are all existing
transactions in the block, and immediate previous block
Hash (NBi−1).
Transactions/Block Data: Contains a list of all trans-
actions (i.e. Tx1, Tx2, . . . ), where each contains the
following:
– Header contains metadata such as chaincode name,

version, etc.
– Signature is a cryptographic signature of issuer.
– Transaction Proposal is the payload deployed by

issuer.
– Response is a Read-Write set (RW-set) that caries

approval of proposals by the endorsers.
– Endorsement is the collection of signatures of

endorsing peers.
Meta Data: It contains all information about the whole
block.

2) RELATIONAL DATABASE
It is a typical tabular structure where a transaction is
collaboratively interlinked with Blockchain. The records are
usually inserted, extracted, or updated using SQL.
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FIGURE 2. Work flow of transactions.

B. DATA TRANSACTION (TxD)
Generally, patients are registered members of any TEHS.
A patient (Pt i) initiates transactions under respective TEHS
using the application. The application-generated transactions
are initially executed in ST where it is categorized in two
types such 1) transaction data contains only string and is
executable to BC peer (TxD); 2) transaction data contains
medical images (T́x

D
).

1) STRING TRANSACTION (TxD
i )

Blockchain transactions are executed through the channel
where channel members are defined with a smart contract
agreement. The application prepares the transaction proposal
and executes invoke( ) function through a channel with all
parameters, as given in Listing 1. It is forwarded to endorsing
peers Pe, where Pe ⊆ P. Transaction proposal forms with
users’ credentials, chaincode, source, destination addresses,
etc. The actual data payload is part of arg[ ], as shown
on line 6. Pe verifies the chaincode conditions signatures
and signs them with positive consent. Signed transactions
are forwarded to the application; consecutively, the proposal
is forwarded to the orderer for fitting it into a block. The
newly generated block is addedwith the last block linkedwith
Blockchain as a ledger of peers.

2) TRANSACTION WITH HEAVY DATA (T́x
D

)
It is a widespread phenomenon that transactions contain
medical reports such as (x-ray, CT-Scan, ECG, etc.). The
payload for such a transaction is too heavy and not executable
in the Blockchain network due to block size constraints
of BC (e.g., the maximum transaction size of Bitcoin is
1MB [22]). The challenging issues have been resolved using

off-chain storage [23]. The client application receives T́x
D

and generates a hash of heavy files containing reports. The
file hashes and file pointer that has a real-time location of

LISTING 1. Transaction payload function.labelinvoke

LISTING 2. Transaction query function.

medical images are executed with other text as a regular
transaction, and images are stored in off-chain storage [24].

C. QUERY TRANSACTION
In a TEHS integrated BC system, a query is a more complex
task than say. Generally, medical history is stored in a ST , but
the query is executed in the BC system. Therefore previously
stored data can be retrieved after the successful migration
of RDB data to NoSQL. Likewise, if the query response
is related to medical images, it should be retrieved from
off-chain storage. A query TxQi execute Listing 2 in Pi.
Application parse the query TxQi responses, if it contains hash
and pointer of files, then rerun the nested query to retrieve the
images from off-chain storage.

D. DATA MIGRATION
Data migration performs a real-time synchronization, smooth
and seamless exchange of transactions between Blockchain
and TEHS. Autonomous transformation is extremely
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TABLE 2. Transaction T́x
D
i in RDB.

complex as the structure of RDB, and BC ledger is quite
different. Therefore, it is impossible to exchange/store data
directly, but it is essential for synchronization. Therefore,
a proper conversion methodology is required for adopting
both data structures. The overall conversion execution flow
is depicted in Figure 2. The following sections present the
technical details of conversion processes.

1) MIGRATION PRINCIPLE
As discussed in earlier sections, the client application catego-
rized the transactions where they will be executed based upon
transaction nature; for example, BC ledger, off-chain storage,
RDB. Although BC ledger is a document file, it contains
nested sets of key-value pairs. On the other hand, RDB is a
relational key-based structure. Although both structures are
very different, RDB and BC have a commonality of a key.
Based on this ‘key’ triples mechanism [25] is used to solve
the migration challenges.

Basically, Triple forms with three string as word such as
S,P,O which express the Subject, Predicate, and Object
respectively. Here, Subject links the multiple triples, Object
carries a constant of subject, and Predicate establish a
relationship between subject and object. It can be written
as -

{S,P,O} ↔ {id,key,value}.

Wecan present an example for a better understanding of the
principle. We can assume a heartbeat rate measuring IoMT
device measures the data 72 per minute. In the triple format
it can be written

{id,key,value} → {IoMT1,HR,72}.

A real-life example can be presented for more clarity.
A transaction proposal with two medical images in JSON
format:

T́x
D
i = {id:23ad, path:a54ced4c, pointer:123fec,

file:[img1.jpg,img2.jpg]} (1)

BC supported transaction proposal (as shown in Eq. 1) can be
written in RDB format as shown in Table 2.
The challenges is autonomous transformation. It can be

achieved using Triples which has been presented in Table 3.
Table 1 shows the generic symbols for syntax of relational

algebra. The relational algebra shown in (2) depicts the
migration of Table 2 into triple (Table 3).

T́x
D
i = ρT s(id, pointer, path, file)(πυi,υp,υpa,υf
× (σki=id∧kp=pointer∧kpa=path∧kf=file
× (ρT sid(i,ki,υi)(T

tr ) FG ρT spointer(i,kp,υp)

TABLE 3. Triple representation of transaction T́x
D
i .

FIGURE 3. Transaction/query transformation flow.

(T tr ) FG ρT spath(i,kpa,υpa)(T
tr ) FG ρT sfile(i,kf ,υf )(T

tr ))))} (2)

The equation presents a queries optimization process
for searching a triple value from a relational model using
relational algebra where the same id offers multiple key
values. Overall optimization modules work based upon a
single key which is also used in the BC ledger.
Overall synchronization steps are shown in Figure 3.

The users forward SQL/NoSQL syntax through API to the
migration tool. Consecutively, it forwards to the BC ledger
or the centralized server after completing the transformation
process. It may require access to the off-chain storage (ST )
for retrieving the archive medical files of patients.

2) MIGRATION OF TRANSACTION BC↔ RDB
Migration means data transformation from RDB to/from
BC ledger, discussed in previous sections—challenging task
to retrieve medical images in response to a query from a
BC system. Heavy medical images are stored in off-chain
storage, but the images location pointer is maintained in an
RDB which holds ST . Both RDB and ledger data can be
presented in a triple format as an intermediate process. It is
almost impossible to use triple data directly in a production
environment. For example, the Eq. 3 retrieves all medical
images where id = i2 and create a new table named T p from
triples shown in Table 3.

ρT p(image)(πvalue(σkey=i2 (T
tr ))) (3)
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It can be written as a set of key-value pairs, such as {k1 :
v1, k2 : v2, . . . , kn : vn}. Likewise, every value might have a
nested key-value pair in the BC ledger as shown in Eq. 4.

{ki : [v1i , v
2
i , . . . , v

n
i ]}

≡ {ki : {0 : v1i , 1 : v
2
i , . . . , n− 1 : vni }} (4)

Here, each value v is represented as an integer Key: value
within the value part of ki.
It can be more complex if nested key-value pairs are

required to be transformed into triples. Explicit presentation
example presented in Eq. (5) nested structure of (1) can make
clear about the process. Equation 6 shows a function δi for
transforming a NoSQL transaction (Txnsi ) to a key-value pair
where Γi shown in (7) for a complete set of key-value pairs.
Finally, (9) shows the complete conversion steps.

Txns = {id:23ad, path:a54ced4c, pointer:123fec,

file:{0 : img1.jpg, 1 : img2.jpg}} (5)

δi(Txnsi ) = {(i, Txnsk ,T
ns
v ), (i,Txnsk , j) ∪ Γj(Tx

ns
v )} (6)

Γi(S) =
⋃

Txns∈S

δi(Txns) (7)

Hence, we can write

Γi1 =
⋃

Txns∈S

δi1 (Tx
ns)

= {id:23ad, path:a54ced4c, pointer:123fec,

file:{0 : img1.jpg, 1 : img2.jpg}} (8)

Γi1 =
⋃

Txns∈S

δi1 (Tx
ns)

= {(i1, id,23ad), (i1, path,a54ced4c),

(i1, pointer,123fec) ∪ {(i1,file, i2)}

∪ δi2 (0 : img1.jpg, 1 : img2.jpg)}

= {(i1, id,23ad), (i1, path,a54ced4c),

(i1, pointer,123fec),

(i1,file, i2)}
⋃

T́ ns∈{0:img1.jpg,1:img2.jpg}

δi2 (T́
ns)}

= {(i1, id,23ad), (i1, path,a54ced4c),

(i1, pointer,123fec),

(i1,file, i2)} ∪ δi2 (0 :img1.jpg) ∪ δi2 (1 :img2.jpg)

= {(i1, id,23ad), (i1, path,a54ced4c),

(i1, pointer,123fec),

(i1,file, i2), (i2, 0,img1.jpg), (i2, 1,img2.jpg)}

(9)

3) QUERY RESPONSES
As discussed earlier, BC ledger maintains world state and
state databases. Hence, queries are executed from NoSQL
supported world-state (e.g., CouchDB). For query response,
user defined conditions are used as a slectors DB, which also
is used in JSON object. Both purposes the selector plays
the role of key, consicuently the key retrieves the associated

Algorithm 1: Query Processing

Input : Query (TxQ,Uid ,Usign,Cver )
Output: Arg[]

1 if Uid ,Usign,Cver then
2 set keyTx

Q
← parse(TxQ)

3 if keyTx
Q
∃ L then

4 RTx
Q
← Query(key ∃ L)

5 if (img.Hash← parse(RQ)) then
6 set
7 img← Query(Off− chain,∀

keyTx
Q )

8 set RTx
Q
+← merge(RTx

Q
, img)

9 end
10 else
11 while Uid do
12 set RTx

Q
← Query(RDB(keyTx

Q
))

13 end
14 Set RTx

Q
← JSON.Conv(Ptid + value)

15 end
16 else
17 RTx

Q
← null

18 end
19 return RTx

Q

values from RDB or file DB. For example, according to
Table 3 and (9),

{selector : {‘‘id′′ : ‘‘23ad′′, ‘‘file′′ : ‘‘i′′2}}

an id field containing 23ad, and file i2 that matches in whole
database document. The key matching works as a key to
retrieve the respective images as values. Overall, the query
process follows the Algorithm 3, which executes at the peer
in response to the query from API. In the algorithm, users’
credentials are verified in line 1, and Line 2 separate the main
key. Searching is done through Line 3–8, while lines 5–8
retrieve images from off-chain storage. If the key doesn’t exist
in the ledger, it is considered to be available in RDB, which
is executed by lines 10–14.

E. MEMORY CONSUMPTION DISCUSSION
While many TEMS are integrated with the BC system,
it produces a big-data. The data are also varied in nature
and have to migrate in BC-ledger. This section estimates
the memory consumption and how the solution mitigates
excessive memory usage. BC stores payload data along
with metadata, and every block is copied to all peers.
As every peer maintains the same copy of the ledger, the
memory occupies by peers increases geometrically. Heavy
medical images can not be part of BC transactions due to
block size limitations and huge bandwidth to process the
consensus. Moreover, it will affect the TPS (scalability)
because the consensus mechanism must approve every
transaction. We have introduced the following equations to
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measure the block weights in this solution. For standard
formulation, we can assume that a number of usersUn invoke
T n transactions to create a block Bx in a block session (e.g.,
1sec) where Pex endorsing peers are responsible. Equation 10
estimates the block weight in real-time where ω denotes
weight.

ωBx =

n∑
i=1

ωTi + ω(Bheaderj + Bmetadata
j ) (10)

where,

ω
Bheaderj = ω(BHashj−1 + Hash(∀Tn )), and

ωTi = ω(T header
i + U sign

i + T data
i

+

n∑
j=1

(Pej (resp)+ P
e
j (sign))).

The above equations calculate only BC transaction weight,
excluding medical images. As medical images are stored in
off-chain storage, it doesn’t affect ledger size.

V. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
The proposed system has been implemented using Hyper-
ledger Fabric (v2.0) platform in a docker container platform.
For implementation, two physical systems have been used,
such as i) Intel i5 3 GHz processor with 8 GB of 1600 MHz
DDR3 RAM, and ii) Intel i7 2.7 GHz processor with 16 GB
of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM. Overall the prototype is imple-
mented using four peers where node-red based application
is used to generate transactions. In addition, TEMS has
been implemented in MySQL Database, and N1QL [26] is
used as a JSON document model for developing queries or
transactions.

A. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The bridging platform implementation reflects some general
observation which has been received using docker log
analysis. For user registration in CABC requires between
3–20ms, which is not too high. Moreover, one user registered
once with the system. Transaction completion time is
a significant issue in the business blockchain, affecting
scalability. In the proposed system, the average transaction
completion time is ≈ 3s − 180s. It takes more time than
usual because of transaction preparation in the application
compared to consensus formation or creation of the block.
Hence, the performance of the blockchain network is not
affected by it.

B. TRANSACTION DATA PROCESSING
To evaluate the system performance, we have compared
complete transaction TxD time with centralized, traditional
EHS where every technical decision comes from a single
server. It is calculated from transaction origination to the final
commit of a block. Figure 4 presents the transaction execution
times in a four endorsing peers Pe network. A single
transaction in a BC integrated EHS takes ≈ 20ms, while a

FIGURE 4. Transaction time for TEHS and BC-EHS.

centralized system requires ≈ 12ms. In a centralized system,
5 concurrent transactions require ≈ 65ms while BC-based
system requires ≈ 85ms. Finally, for 50 transactions, the
centralized model requires ≈ 500 ms while the BC-based
system requires close to 900ms.

The overall graph summarizes that the number of trans-
actions is proportional to the execution time. Although the
BC-based system takes a little more time than the conven-
tional system, the increase is not significant, acceptable.More
time can be overlooked in terms of security, interoperability,
and openness of the systems.Moreover, transaction execution
time in a blockchain system depends on many parameter
settings, and it can be overcome with an efficient and
lightweight consensus algorithm.

C. QUERY PROCESSING EVALUATION
This experiment evaluates the time of information retrieval
from the system. Figure 5 shows the overall impact on
query processing. It presents the query response time is
significantly less than the traditional system. It is noticed
that the processing time is increasing for a single peer with
concurrent queries. AlthoughBC and the centralized system’s
times are very close (≈ 4ms), the difference significantly
increases with increment in queries. The centralized model
requires 25ms, while a single peer BC requires ≈ 70ms for
50 concurrent queries. Contrary, required times sharply fall
in the multi-peer network. For example, approximately 8ms
to 6ms is required for 15 to 20 concurrent queries. As all peers
hold ledger, queries are distributed in peers.

D. LEDGER SCALABILITY
As discussed in previous sections, transactions containing
medical images/documents processing are complex. EHS
transaction weight mostly depends on how many images
carry each transaction and how much weight each. For a
better estimate, if a single medical image’s weight varies
10KB to 5MB and one transaction carries 10 such images,
then total weight can be estimated easily. Moreover, it will be
increasedmore due to BCmetadata.We have used images not
more than 1MB in size. Figure 6 presents required memory
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FIGURE 5. Required time for queries.

FIGURE 6. Blockchain ledger and off-chain memory expansion.

in different scenarios such as for a single ledger, all four
ledgers, and the off-chain storage. At the same time, the
bulk of the heavy data is separated from the transaction and
stored in off-chain storage. It creates a significant impact on
memory that shows the increment of memory occupying is
almost linear and constant for a single peer. As four peers
maintain identical ledgers, their total memory requirement is
also linear. The solution proposed in this work does not affect
the efficiency of the blockchain itself. The ledger remains
as scalable as a non-heavy data environment such as crypto-
currency transactions.

E. SCALABILITY: BANDWIDTH CONSERVATION
The scalability of a Blockchain network is an open question.
It is more critical for the E-healthcare sectors. Processing
heavy transactions in the consensus stage requires massive
bandwidth, affecting TPS. Figure 7 presents a bar graph for
required bandwidth using the proposed solution against a
generic BC solution for heavy data trades T́xD. It shows that
if the heavy data is part of 1K transactions, then the available
bandwidth should be approximately 10 GBps, to achieve the
same efficiency (TPS) as our solution, which can work within
60MBps. Hence, the proposed solution reduces the memory
requirements and limits the network bandwidth required to
create a unified blockchain-based e-health system.

FIGURE 7. Required bandwidth for consensus.

F. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS
It is unavoidable that blockchain is a crucial security tech-
nology for health data security. But still, it suffers scalability
and ledger optimization challenges. Heavy medical images,
continuous transactions, and open interoperability are added
to new challenges in the production environment. Although
this article shows an intelligent adoption with typical EHS,
there are still challenges due to platform dependency of
various consensus mechanisms. Although many lightweight
consensus algorithms have been proposed in terms of
scalability, the more smooth open platform-independent
consensus is crucial.

VI. CONCLUSION
Health records are very private but precious for public
research development and advancement. The interoperability
of healthcare scattered across a country is crucial for ensuring
the quality of healthcare services and modern research.
This study highlights all the technical details of building a
national health data center without compromising security.
Our proposed blockchain framework bridges typical e-
healthcare. Our proposed Triple methodology solves the
synchronization challenges between blockchain and typical
EHS. Different algebraic equation proves the effectiveness
of the proposal. Moreover, implementation results and
discussion demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. Furthermore, Protocol independent, plug and play
consensus supported interoperable blockchain-based EHS
system can ahead of the contribution one step more.
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